Let q be a power of a prime, l a prime not dividing q, d a positive integer coprime to both l and the multiplicative order of q mod l and n a positive integer. A. Watanabe proved that there is a perfect isometry between the principal l−blocks of GLn(q) and GLn(q d ) where the correspondence of characters is give by Shintani descent. In the same paper Watanabe also prove that if l and q are odd and l does not divide | GLn(q 2 )|/| Un(q)| then there is a perfect isometry between the principal l−blocks of Un(q) and GLn(q 2 ) with the correspondence of characters also given by Shintani descent. R. Kessar extended this first result to all unipotent blocks of GLn(q) and GLn(q d ). In this paper we extend this second result to all unipotent blocks of Un(q) and GLn(q 2 ). In particular this proves that any two unipotent blocks of Un(q) at unitary primes (for possibly different n) with the same weight are perfectly isometric. We also prove that this perfect isometry commutes with Deligne-Lusztig induction at the level of characters.
Introduction

Perfect isometries
Let l be a prime and consider an l−modular system (K, O, k), such that K contains enough roots of unity for the groups being considered in this paper. Let G and H be finite groups and b and c block idempotents of OG and OH respectively. We denote by Irr(G, b) the set of irreducible characters of OGb. A perfect isometry (see [2] ) between OGb and OHc is an isometry χ(x)I(χ)(y) has the property thatÎ(x, y) is divisible by |C G (x)| and |C G (y)| in O for all x ∈ G and y ∈ H and thatÎ(x, y) = 0 if in addition exactly one of x and y is l−singular.
Shintani descent
Let n be a positive integer and q a power of a prime p. We denote by F be the Frobenius endomorphism of G := GL n (F q ) defined by
where A [q] is the matrix obtained from A by raising every entry to the power q, A −t is the inversed transpose of A and J is the n × n matrix with 1's on the anti-diagonal and 0's everywhere else. We define
We denote by σ the restriction of F to G If G is a finite group and X ⊂ G is a union of conjugacy classes of G then we denote by C(X) the set of functions X → O invariant on conjugacy classes. If g, h ∈ G 
to be the map induced by N F 2 /F . The following theorem is due to Kawanaka 
gives a bijection between the set of irreducible characters of G We remark that a corresponding theorem was proved for the characters of GL n (q) and GL n (q d ), for some integer d, in theorems of T. Shintani [8, 2 The characters and unipotent blocks of GL n (q 2 ) and U n (q)
We follow P. Fong and B. Srinivasan [5] for the parametrisation of the characters and blocks of GL n (q 2 ) and U n (q). If Γ(X) ∈ F q 2 [X] we denote by d Γ the degree of Γ. We set ∆ to be the set of monic irreducible polynomials over F q 2 with non-zero roots. We then define the following auotmorphism on ∆:
and define
The irreducible characters of G = GL n (q 2 ) (respectively G = U n (q)) are labelled by pairs (s, λ), where s is a semisimple element of GL n (q 2 ) (respectively U n (q)) and λ = (λ Γ ) Γ is a multipartition with Γ running over ∆ (respectively Λ) and |λ Γ | = n Γ (s), where n Γ (s) is the multiplicity of Γ in the characteristic polynomial of s. (In fact the conjugacy class of s is completely determined by the n Γ (s)'s.) We denote such a character by χ Set e to be the multiplicative order of q 2 mod l (respectively −q mod l). For G = U n (q) we have the notion of l being a linear or unitary prime depending on whether e is even or odd respectively. For Γ ∈ ∆ ∪ Λ 2 we define e Γ := the additive order of 2d Γ mod e if G = U n (q), Γ ∈ Λ 1 and l is linear the additive order of d Γ mod e otherwise.
The unipotent l−blocks of G = GL n (q 2 ) (respectively G = U n (q)) are labelled by e−cores λ of partitions of n. We label such a block B
λ . An irreducible character χ G t,µ lies in this block if and only if t ∼ G x for some x ∈ D, µ X−1 has e−core λ and λ Γ has empty e Γ −core for all other Γ.
For our main theorem we will need to know the degrees of the unipotent characters of G. For our description we again follow [5, §1] .
. . ) be its conjugate partition. This notation will continue throughout the paper. We introduce the polynomial
i − i iλ i and h runs over the hook lengths of λ. Then χ
Main theorem
For any multipartition λ indexed by ∆ we denote by F λ the multipartition given by F λ Γ = λ Γ . We now state our main theorem. Proof. From the explicit construction of the irreducible characters of GL n (q 2 ) (see for example [4, §12] ) we see that the permutation on the characters induced by F :
Suppose Γ ∈ ∆ has some of the primitive l ath roots of unity as its roots for some a ≥ 0. So d Γ is the minimal integer satisfying l a | (q 2dΓ − 1). Now l ∤ ((−q) dΓ + 1) as otherwise −q would have even order mod l and so
So the roots of Γ are left invariant under ( * ) −q and hence Γ = Γ. This together with the first paragraph implies that all irreducible characters of B GL 1,λ are σ-stable.
We now proceed as in the proofs of [9, Theorem 3] and [7, Theorem 1.2] . For each χ ∈ B GL 1,λ we denote byχ the specified extension to GL n (q 2 ) ⋊ σ in Theorem 1.2.1. Let (σ) be the sum of the elements in the conjugacy class of GL n (q 2 ) ⋊ σ containing σ. Then
where wχ denotes the central character of GL n (q 2 )⋊ σ corresponding toχ. Note that | GL n (q 2 )| l = | U n (q)| l and so the proof proceeds exactly as in [9] and [7] once we have shown
These two proofs also show that once the above statement is proved for one character it is immediately proved for all characters in the same block. Furthermore, the image of this block under Sh F 2 /F is a block of U n (q). Both these facts will be important in the remainder of this proof.
We prove (1) by showing that Sh
,λ for all λ ⊢ n and noting that P (q 2 ) l = |P (−q)| l . We proceed by induction on n. First we note that the for n = 1 the result is clearly true as the only unipotent character χ G 1,(1) of either group is the trivial character. Next let n ≥ 2 and set
and P to be an F −stable parabolic with Levi decomposition P = LU for some U. Assume Sh 
for some λ ⊢ (n − 2). So by the inductive hypothesis
where I λ (1, 1) is the set of partitions of n obtained from λ by adding two 1−hooks on different rows and columns and I λ (2) is the set of partitions of n obtained from λ by adding a 2−hook. So
where the sum is over partitions of n obtained from λ by adding a 2−hook. Therefore by Theorem 1.2.1 the sets
correspond under Sh F 2 /F . If µ has 2−weight greater than 1 then by analysising exactly for which λ we have µ ∈ I λ (2) we obtain that Sh Suppose µ has 2−weight 0. In other words µ is a 2−core, say µ = (t, t − 1, . . . , 1) ⊢ n. Note that we need only show Sh F 2 /F (χ GL 1,µ ) is unipotent as by induction every other unipotent character of GL n (q 2 ) is sent to the unipotent character with the same label under Shintani descent. By varying l we can make e arbitrarily large so let's assume e > n. Next set µ + e :=(t + e − 1, t − 1, . . . , 1) and
Then as χ
appears with multiplicity 1 in
),
) must be an irreducible constituent of
Therefore, we need only show Sh F 2 /F (χ
) is unipotent. Now certainly the unipotent character labelled by (t − 1, t − 1, . . . , 1 e+1 ) gets sent to the unipotent character with the same label under Shintani descent as we can apply the original inductive argument as above. Therefore, as blocks go to blocks, Sh
) is in the unipotent block labelled by (t − 1, t − 1, . . . , 1) . This together with (2) gives that Sh F 2 /F (χ
We next consider the case of 2−weight 1. Similarly to above we assume e > n and set λ := (t, t − 1, . . . , 1) ⊢ n,
By the original inductive hypothesis the sets
correspond under Shintani descent. Note that these sets both consist of two unipotent characters labelled by λ + and λ
. But as in the previous argument Sh
) is in the unipotent block labelled by (t − 1, t − 1, . . . , 1). This is a contradiction and hence the result is proved.
Deligne-Lusztig Induction
By an abuse of notation we denote by I simultaneously all the the perfect isometries in Theorem 3.0.2. For each λ ⊢ n we denote by δ λ the sign such that I(χ 
Proof. As described in Fong and Srinivasan there exist signs ǫ λ such that if we replace I in the above diagram by
then the diagram is commutative and the sign of ǫ λ is determined by the sign of P λ (−q). Therefore, we need only show that
P λ (−q) mod l is fixed for λ with a particular e − core.
We prove this by induction on |λ|. Specfically we prove that if µ is obtained from λ by adding an e−hook then
We first prove this for straight e−hooks. Let λ := (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ). Suppose we add a straight e−hook to λ to obtain µ. Let the top left corner of this hook be on the r th row and the c th column and let a − 1 be its armlength. So
The hook lengths of µ are gotten from those of λ by replacing
by replacing 
Now as
, and as (−q) t+e ≡ (−q) t mod l for any integer t, then
We now drop the assumption that the e−hook is straight. We prove (3) by induction on the deviation of the hook from being a straight hook. More precisely let λ and µ be as in (3) and let λ ⊢ (n + 1) be obtained from λ by adding a 1−hook. Suppose this 1−hook is added on row r and column c and that (r, c), (r + 1, c) and (r, c+ 1) are all in the Young diagram of µ. Let µ ⊢ (n+ e + 1) be obtained from µ by adding a 1−hook at (r + 1, c + 1). We show that
Let's denote by u and v the row of the highest box and the column of the leftmost box in µ\λ respectively. Now
The hook lengths of λ are gotten from those of λ by replacing . Now by the definition of u and v and that the hook we add is in fact an e−hook we see that 
